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On the open space that lies before the Jama Musjid in Delhi
small boys are playing football, rending the air with their shrill
cries of victory or with their jeers at defeat. As they scurry to
and fro little clouds of white dust follow them, or hang suspended
over the scrimmage. The air of Delhi is full of it at evening—
the soft translucent dust that becomes luminous under the rays
of the setting sun, until the great mosque with its majestic
gateway perched high above the vast stairway—its domes and
minarets higher still—appears transparent and unreal, so
effulgent is the atmosphere. It is then when the work of the
day is over that the people of Delhi throng the pavement spread
with booths and stalls that surrounds the mosque. Even the
great stairway itself becomes a market and its wide easy steps
are crowded with the sellers of coloured stuffs and discarded
clothing, tier above tier up to the very gateway.
As sunset approaches the crowd becomes a multitude for the
poor come forth, their daily labour accomplished, to purchase
their humble wants—a little food and a little tobacco, coarse
blue pottery, shoes and cheap stuffs for shirt or turban, and all
the camelote of Europe and the junk that only the East is poor
enough to buy or to sell, or to want—empty tins, odds and ends
of rusty iron, torn books and cracked bottles. Away on the edge
of the open space little circles of men and boys surround the
noisy sellers of quack medicines—infallible cures for all maladies
and for old age, or watch the tired sufferings of a couple of
performing bears, beaten into dancing by the heavy blows of
staves. In the street women enveloped in dishevelled raiment
gather with their hands the droppings of horses and of cattle
to knead into cakes of fueL
On the heavy air hangs the perfume of India—dust and refuse
and cooking food, pepper and tobacco, spices and sweat and
indefinable puzzling pungent odours. And above it all rise
the sublime red walls of the Mosque—purple now in the evening
light—far into the fading sky. Immense, overpowering, the
Jama Musjid bears witness to the Faith that knows only one
God—the Mighty, the Merciful.
It is but one of the many contrasts of Delhi, for behind the
facade of Moghul mosque and Moghul fort, and of the imperial
city that the British have built at New Delhi, there lies the real
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